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Abstract: The soil–water characteristic curve (SWCC) is a crucial input parameter for describing
the distribution of soil moisture and water movement in various environmental and geotechnical
challenges. It is widely recognized that the SWCC is controlled by the soil’s pore structure. Attempts
to estimate the SWCC using pore data obtained through the mercury intrusion porosity (MIP)
technique have been conducted. However, the performance of MIP estimation remains uncertain and
requires further validation with experimental data. In this study, the accuracy of MIP estimation is
validated using intact and compacted loess samples prepared at different water contents, specifically
dry of optimum (8%), optimum (17%), and wet of optimum (19%). The results reveal that intact and
dry of optimum specimens exhibit relatively good pore connectivity, with more point-to-point contacts
between particles. Conversely, specimens compacted under optimum and wet of optimum conditions
exhibit poor pore connectivity, with more isolated pores, particularly in the wet-of-optimum specimen.
The SWCC predictions based on MIP data are accurate for intact and dry-of-optimum compacted
specimens, but significant errors occur for the optimum and wet-of-optimum specimens. Prediction
accuracy using MIP data is closely linked to the soil’s pore connectivity. Despite a tenuous theoretical
basis in the high suction range where adsorption forces dominate, a strong consistency between
predictions and measured data across a wide suction range (e.g., 10–104 kPa) instills a high level
of confidence in using MIP data to predict the wetting SWCC. The contact angle required for the
prediction is suggested as a fitting parameter.

Keywords: soil–water characteristic curve; mercury intrusion porosity; pore size distribution;
pore connectivity

1. Introduction

The soil–water characteristic curve (SWCC), which illustrates the relationship between
water content (or degree of saturation) and matric suction in partially saturated soils, fun-
damentally represents the hydraulic properties of unsaturated soil. It serves as a critical
input parameter for describing the distribution of soil moisture and water movement in di-
verse environmental and geotechnical applications [1,2], including resource assessment [3],
engineering construction [4], waste containment systems [5], capillary barriers [6,7], and
nuclear waste treatment [8].

Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the SWCC using various tech-
niques and instruments [9–11]. These techniques encompass the axis translation method
(0–1500 kPa), tensiometer (0–500 kPa), filter paper (0–106 kPa), psychrometers (100–8000 kPa),
and vapor equilibrium technique (104–106 kPa). Several factors influence the SWCC, includ-
ing soil type [12], density [2,13], stress state [14], soil structure [15,16], and the drying or
wetting path [17]. Notably, soil structure, especially the pore size distribution curve (PSD),
governs the water retention behavior of soil [4,16]. Widely used SWCC functions, such
as the van Genuchten function [18] and the Fredlund and Xing function [19], are derived
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based on this premise. Over the past two decades, numerous researchers have focused
on predicting hydraulic properties [2,18,19] and unsaturated strength [20–22] using the
SWCC as a tool. These studies leverage the assumption that the SWCC provides valuable
information about soil structure. Recently, some studies have proposed predicting the
SWCC using pore data obtained from the MIP method [10,11,16,23–26]. In this context, the
mercury intrusion process is assumed to resemble the air intrusion process of saturated soil
during drying. Therefore, the void ratio occupied by water equals the difference between
the total void ratio and the mercury-intruded void ratio [10,16]. Most predictions are
compared with the drying SWCC [10,16,24]. Theoretically, the PSD performs better for the
drying SWCC curve compared to the wetting SWCC. However, data from Romero et al. [23]
demonstrate that the predicted values are much closer to the wetting SWCC than to the
drying curve. Additionally, Zhang and Li [25] noted that mercury intrusion porosity is only
suitable for a limited range of pore sizes and performs better for fine-grained soils than
coarse-grained ones. It is worth mentioning that these predictions assume that the soil is a
completely hydrophilic material and do not account for the influence of the contact angle
(CA) on the SWCC. Experimental data indicates that even for hydrophilic soils, the CA is
greater than zero [27], and it significantly affects the SWCC [28]. Li et al. [29] considered
the CA as a fitting parameter and found consistency between the measured data and the
MIP prediction when the wetting CA was 70◦ and the drying CA was 60◦. However, this
study was only conducted on intact loess from two specific locations. Furthermore, it
is acknowledged that the SWCC is primarily influenced by the adsorption force rather
than the capillarity. Nevertheless, since the MIP is based on the Yong–Laplace equation
derived from capillary theory, predictions in the high suction range may be inaccurate. The
performance of predicting the SWCC using the pore size distribution curve obtained from
the MIP requires extensive validation with a substantial amount of data.

This paper investigates the performance of MIP pore data in predicting the SWCC of
intact and compacted loess. It is widely recognized that the compaction water content has
a significant impact on soil microstructure and soil–water retention behavior [14,30]. In
this study, three representative compaction water contents (i.e., 8%, 17%, and 19%), corre-
sponding to dry of optimum, optimum, and wet of optimum conditions, respectively, were
selected. Additionally, intact loess and specimens compacted at the dry of optimum water
content to achieve the same dry density as intact loess were also prepared. The soil–water
characteristics of these specimens were determined using the filter paper method. Pore size
distribution data were obtained through the mercury intrusion porosity method. Scanning
electron microscopy was also employed to investigate microstructural characteristics.

2. Prediction Method

The MIP method relies on mercury’s non-wetting property due to its high surface
tension. To infiltrate the pores, external pressure must be applied, and this pressure is
inversely proportional to the size of the pores, as shown in Equation (1).

P = −4Tm cos am

d
(1)

where P is the intrusion pressure in the mercury intrusion experiment; Tm is the surface
tension of mercury, with a value of 485 × 10−3 N/m at a temperature of 20 ◦C; am is the
contact angle at the air–mercury–soil interface and is 130◦; and d is the equivalent pore
diameter at a specific intrusion pressure P.

According to the Yong–Laplace equation, the relationship between suction and water–
air interfacial tension is established as Equation (2)

ua − uw = ψ =
4Tw cos aw

d
(2)

where ua is the air pressure; uw is the pore water pressure; ψ is the matric suction; and Tw
is the water–air interfacial tension with a value of 72.72 × 10−3 N/m at 20 ◦C; aw is the
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contact angle at the air–water–soil interface, ranging from 0 to 90◦; and d is the equivalent
pore diameter corresponding to a certain matric suction.

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic representation of the mercury and water in the soil.
Mercury and water intrude into the pores in opposite manners. Under the influence of
external pressure, mercury is more likely to infiltrate large pores, whereas during the
wetting process, water predominantly occupies small pores. The spaces occupied by water
and mercury complement each other. The volume of water intrusion, denoted as Vw and
associated with a specific pore size, can be calculated by subtracting the volume of mercury
intrusion (Vm) from the total pore volume (V). Therefore, the soil’s mass moisture content
can be determined using Equation (3).

θw= (Vw/Vt)/ρd = (V − Vm)/Vt = (n − Vm/Vt)/ρd (3)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of water retention characteristics and mercury retention in soil.

θw represents the volumetric water content; Vw is the volume of water; Vm is the
volume of mercury intrusion at a certain pore size; V is the total pore volume; n is the
porosity; which can be calculated from the soil bulk density; and Vt is the sum of the
volume of soil particles and pore volume.

Vm and Vt can be obtained through the MIP test. The SWCC can be derived by
combining Equations (1)–(3).

It is important to mention that the contact angle CA (aw) is treated as a fitting parameter
in this study to achieve the best-fitting results. The CA at the air–water–soil interface is
closely related to factors such as the mineral composition of the soil, properties of the
liquid and gas phases, and temperature [31]. Existing measurement methods for CA have
demonstrated significant discrepancies [32].

Additionally, it is worth noting that Equation (3) is suitable for predicting the wetting
SWCC. Since the mercury intrusion process is assumed to be similar to the air intrusion
process of saturated soil during drying, the cumulative mercury intrusion curve can be
easily transformed into the drying SWCC using the Laplace equation, as various researchers
have previously demonstrated [10,24].

3. Experiments
3.1. Soil Type and Sample Preparation

A well was excavated to obtain intact samples in the Heifangtai loess highland, Gansu
Province, China. To preserve the in situ water content, and avoid disrupting the soil
structure during transportation, the samples were carefully wrapped in plastic film and
placed in wooden containers filled with sawdust. Additionally, approximately 40 kg of
disturbed loess soil was collected and transported to the laboratory for the measurement of
basic properties and the preparation of compacted samples used in the SWCC, MIP, and
SEM tests.

The basic properties of the loess are as follows: (i) the silt fraction (0.002–0.05 mm) ac-
counts for 75% of the total material (as shown in Figure 2); (ii) the clay particles (<0.002 mm)
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make up only 5.6%; (iii) the plastic index (Ip) is 10, with a liquid limit of 17% and a plastic
limit of 27%. Furthermore, a standard compaction test was conducted following ASTM
protocols, and the results are presented in Figure 3. The optimum water content and
maximum dry density are 17.1% and 1.71 g/cm3, respectively.
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Since the pore structure of compacted soil samples varies with changes in compaction
water content, we have identified three distinct water content levels to characterize the dry,
optimum, and wet conditions. Specifically, 8% was chosen to represent the dry condition of
optimum compaction, aligning with the natural soil–water content of 8%. In contrast, 19%
was selected to depict the wet condition of optimum compaction, considering the greater
difficulty encountered when compacting samples with higher water content.

In total, we meticulously prepared five distinct sample types for conducting the
SWCC, MIP, and SEM tests, as outlined in Table 1. These samples are denoted as I135, D135,
D157, O171, and W167. They have the same composition but different dry densities. I135
represents the intact sample obtained directly from the field. D135 and D157 are compacted
at the same water content of 8%, but to different dry densities of 1.35 g/cm3 and 1.57 g/cm3,
respectively, in the laboratory. O171 is compacted at the optimum water content of 17% to
a dry density of 1.71 g/cm3. W167 is compacted at the wet of optimum water content, 19%,
to a dry density of 1.67 g/cm3.
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Table 1. Volumetric properties of compacted samples.

Sample Compaction
Water Content

Dry
Density (g/cm3) Void Ratio Saturated

Water Content (%) Porosity (%)

D157 Dry of optimum (8%) 1.57 0.72 26.7 41.9
O171 Optimum (17%) 1.72 0.58 21.4 36.7
W167 Wet of optimum (19%) 1.67 0.62 22.8 38.1
D135 Dry of optimum (19%) 1.35 1.00 37.0 50.0
I135 - 1.35 1.00 37.0 50.0

3.2. Soil–Water Retention Curve Measurement

The cost-effective, simple, and reasonably accurate filter paper method, initially de-
veloped by Gardner [33], has been employed for SWCC measurement. This method can
quantify both matric suction and total suction [34]. When the filter paper contacts the soil,
water migrates from the soil to the filter paper until it reaches equilibrium. Under such
conditions, the suction of the filter paper equals the suction of the soil specimen. Although
the accuracy of the filter paper method has been debated [35], several studies have demon-
strated its reliability by increasing the dataset [36,37]. Furthermore, this technique has
proven suitable for measuring both high suction values [34] and low suction values, such
as those falling within the range of 20–300 kPa [38].

In the present study, the wetting SWCC of compacted loess was investigated using
Whatman No. 42 filter paper, which was placed in contact with the soil. To establish the
necessary protocols, preliminary tests were conducted to determine the equilibration time
and to adopt procedures following ASTM Standard D5298-10 [39]. The compacted soil
specimens were initially oven-dried for 48 h to remove moisture. Subsequently, carefully
spraying water onto the specimens achieved the targeted water content values ranging
from 2% to 19%, resulting in a range of saturation degrees from approximately 7% to 90%.

To determine the soil–water characteristics (SWCC), a precise experimental setup was
utilized as follows: Three circular pieces of filter paper were employed, with the suction
measuring filter paper (Whatman No. 42) placed between two identical soil specimens. The
diameter of the suction-measuring filter paper was intentionally slightly smaller than that
of the other filter papers, ensuring it remained uncontaminated by the specimens. Prior
to use, all filter papers, including the Whatman No. 42, were thoroughly dried in an oven
for 12 h after being soaked in a Formalin solution for 2 h. This step ensured that the filter
papers were free from any residual moisture.

To create a moisture-sealed environment, the two identical soil specimens were se-
curely bound together using waterproof tape and then wrapped with tin foil paper. Finally,
a thin layer of wax was applied to seal the specimens effectively. The entire assembly
was then placed in a thermotank set at a constant temperature of 20 ◦C to minimize the
influence of evaporation and temperature variations on the experimental results.

After precisely 14 days, the mass of the Whatman No. 42 filter paper was swiftly
measured using a high-precision balance (0.0001 g). Additionally, the volume of the soil
specimens was remeasured using a micrometer caliper. Subsequently, the water content of
the tested specimens was reevaluated using the oven-dried method, which may differ from
the initially specified water content. It is this newly measured soil–water content that will
be employed in determining the SWCC for the given specimens.

The soil’s matric suction is the same as the Whatman No. 42 filter paper, which can be
calculated based on this filter paper’s water content and the calibration curve suggested by
ASTM Standard D5298-10 [39].

3.3. Mercury Intrusion Porosity Test

The mercury intrusion porosity (MIP) technique was used to investigate the pore
characteristics of both intact and compacted loess specimens. Before conducting the MIP
test, it was necessary to dry the specimens. These specimens, measuring 20 mm in height
and 10 mm in diameter, were carefully trimmed and then submerged in liquid nitrogen for
freezing. Subsequently, the frozen specimens were transferred to a freeze-dryer chamber.
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After the drying process, the specimens were placed in the AutoPore IV 9500 fully auto-
matic mercury porosimeter to analyze their pore characteristics. This apparatus can apply
pressures in the range of 0–414 MPa and measure pore diameters ranging from 0.003 µm to
1000 µm.

3.4. Scanning Electron Microscope

The soil sample to be observed was cut into approximately 20 mm × 7 mm × 7 mm
cubes. These cubes were initially air-dried. Next, a scratch was carefully made in the
middle of each cube, and the sample was gently cracked along the scratch, revealing a
relatively smooth and fresh natural surface suitable for observation. The freshly exposed
surface of the soil sample was then placed face up on a sample holder and securely affixed
to the holder using white latex glue. The sample holder, now carrying the soil sample, was
positioned on the target stage, and subjected to vacuum pumping for approximately 4 h.
Subsequently, a thin, uniform layer of gold powder was applied to the sample. Finally, the
prepared sample was introduced into the sample chamber for observation.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 displays the experimentally obtained pore size distribution curve, illustrating
the significant influence of compacted moisture content on the soil’s pore size distribution
characteristics. Specimens D157, O171, and W167 were compacted under dry of optimum,
optimum, and wet of optimum moisture conditions, all with the same compaction energy.
The O171 specimen exhibits a more uniform pore structure, with the dominant pore size
covering a broad range from 0.9 µm to 6.0 µm and a distribution density of about 0.14 mL/g.
In contrast, the pore size distribution curves of D157 and W167 show a prominent group
of dominant pores. For D157, the peak pore size is at 3.6 µm, with a corresponding
distribution density at the peak of 0.81 mL/g. For W167, the peak pore size is at 1.3 µm,
with a corresponding distribution density of 0.38 mL/g. Compared to D157, W167 exhibits
a decrease in dominant pore size and density.
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The D135 and D157 specimens were prepared under the same compaction water
content. It is evident that the dry density primarily affects the dominant pore size and
pore density. In the D135 specimen, the dominant pore size measures 9.7 µm, with a
corresponding distribution density of 1.03 mL/g. The D157 sample has a dominant pore
size of 6.0 µm, with a corresponding distribution density of 0.81 mL/g. The pore size
distribution of the intact specimen resembles that of the D135 specimen.
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For all specimens, the differences in the pore size distribution curves primarily occur
in the range of pore sizes larger than 0.2 µm. When the pore size is smaller than 0.2 µm, the
pore size distribution curves nearly overlap. The compaction process primarily alters the
pores with diameters larger than 0.2 µm, while it has a limited impact on the smaller pores.

Figure 5 displays the cumulative mercury intrusion curves for five distinct samples.
These curves reveal a noteworthy variation in the amount of mercury intrusion as the
pore size decreases within the range of 1 to 20 µm for I135 and D135, indicating that the
predominant pores fall within this size range. For the other specimens (i.e., D157, O171,
and W167), the maximum slopes of their cumulative mercury intrusion curves occur at
0.4 to 2 µm, 0.4 to 10 µm, and 2 to 6 µm, respectively. Notably, the curve for O171 exhibits a
relatively gentle slope, signifying a more uniform distribution of pores.
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In Figure 5, when arranging the five soil specimens in ascending order of dry density—
I135 = D135 < D157 < W167 < O171—a similar sequence should theoretically emerge
when arranging the specimens based on total intrusion volume. However, according
to the MIP results, the intact sample (I135) boasts the highest total intrusion volume,
measuring 0.3528 mL/g, followed closely by the D135 sample with a total intrusion volume
of 0.3451 mL/g. The total intrusion volumes for the D157, W167, and O171 samples are
0.2382 mL/g, 0.2024 mL/g, and 0.2286 mL/g, respectively. Surprisingly, the O171 sample
exhibits a greater total intrusion volume compared to W167. Given that mercury can only
infiltrate connected pores within the sample and pores with sizes ranging from 0.003 to
1000 µm, with no pores larger than 1000 µm observed in the SEM images, this implies
that the W167 soil sample may contain more closed pores or a larger number of extremely
small pores (d < 0.003 µm), resulting in a lower mercury intrusion compared to the O171
soil sample.

Additionally, the measured porosities of I135, D135, D157, W167, and O171 are 45.8%,
45.0%, 36.5%, 32.0%, and 31.3%, respectively. The remaining non-intruded porosity (poros-
ity measured by mercury intrusion porosity) is distributed as 4.2%, 5.0%, 5.4%, 4.6%, and
6.8% for these samples, respectively.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of I135 and D135 are depicted in
Figure 6. In the lower magnification images (100–200 times) in Figure 6a,c, one can observe
that the structures of these two specimens appear to be relatively loose, with distinct
particles and predominant point-to-point contacts between them. The pores exhibit well-
developed connectivity. Notably, the intact sample I135 contains numerous large space
pores (d > 100 µm), as illustrated in Figure 6a. One pore stands out, with its major axis
radius measuring approximately 360 µm, which is significantly larger than the particle
diameters surrounding the pore.
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The SEM images of D157, O171, and W167 are presented in Figure 7. It is evident that
compared to I135 and D135, the D157 specimens are more densely compacted, with nearly
no pores larger than 10 µm. The particles within the D157 specimen are tightly packed,
and the contours of individual particles are relatively well-defined. There are fewer poorly
stable space pores with sizes exceeding those of the surrounding soil grains. Clay particles
are primarily aggregated between the silt particles, indicating good pore connectivity. As
for the O171 and W167 specimens (Figure 7c–f), their compactness increases significantly.
The SEM images of these specimens exhibit noticeable differences compared to the intact,
D135, and D157 specimens. The particles in O171 and W167 are arranged in proximity,
and the contours of the skeleton particles are unclear, making it challenging to discern the
contact boundaries between particles. Additionally, there are a few space pores visible
in the W167 specimen (Figure 7e), while almost no space pores are observed in the O171
sample. Furthermore, in the O171 specimen, clay particles are not only adhered to the
skeleton particles but also fill the gaps between them, resulting in higher soil compact-
ness. In contrast, the clay particles in W167 primarily adhere to the silt grains, forming a
dispersed structure.
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From the SEM images above, it is evident that the compaction water content plays a
substantial role in shaping the structure of compacted loess. When the compaction water
content is low and matric suction is high, resistance during compaction increases, making
it challenging to achieve a high dry density. At the near-optimum water content state, close
to the plastic limit, soil particles encounter less resistance during compaction, facilitating
the attainment of a more compact state. When the compaction water content surpasses the
optimum level, pore water pressure may become locally positive during compaction.

Figure 8 presents the measured data and prediction curves of the SWCC using the
MIP data, with the contact angle (CA) being treated as a fitting parameter during the
prediction process. Figure 8a shows the influence of CA. As the contact angle increases, the
predicted SWCC curve shifts to the left along the matric suction axis. Figure 8b–f shows the
comparison between the predicted SWCC and the measured SWCC for different specimens.
The predicted values for the I135, D135, and D157 specimens closely match the measured
values when using a contact angle (CA) of 65◦. For the O171 specimen, the prediction
performance is less accurate at high suction levels, and a contact angle value of 75◦ provides
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a closer fit in the low suction range (10–70 kPa). The prediction performance for the W167
specimen is the least accurate, with a notable overestimation of the water content in the
low suction range (10–70 kPa).
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From Figure 8, the obtained optimal CA values are different for the specimens though
they have the same grain particles and mineral composition. The CA values for samples
I135, D135, and D157 are all 68◦, while for samples O171 and W167, the CA values are 75◦

and 72◦, respectively. The reason for this discrepancy may be related to the ink bottle effect,
meaning that pores accessible only through smaller pores are not detected until the smaller
pores are penetrated. Due to this ink bottle effect, the pore sizes measured by the MIP
apparatus may be smaller than the actual pore sizes of the soil, leading to the calculated
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matrix suction being overestimated. Therefore, when the predicted curve closely matches
the measured curve, the CA value needs to be adjusted to a larger value.

The less accurate prediction for the O171 and W167 specimens may be attributed to
the poor connectivity of the pores in the soil. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) results
show that the intact loess I135 and the compacted loess at dry of optimum condition
D135 and D157 have a relatively loose particle distribution and good pore connectivity
(Figures 5–7). On the other hand, the O171 and W167 specimens exhibit mostly dispersed
pores, with smaller aggregates formed by cohesive particles filling small voids or adhering
to the surface of fine particles. The presence of these smaller aggregates and dispersed
pores results in poor pore connectivity, making it difficult for mercury to penetrate the
pores during the mercury intrusion test. A poorer pore connectivity contributes to a more
pronounced ink bottle effect, leading to a distorted pore size distribution curve.

It is essential to emphasize that the water retention behavior, particularly within the
residual suction range (e.g., >100 kPa in this study, as determined based on the methodology
outlined by Vanapalli et al. [20]), is predominantly influenced by adsorption, a phenomenon
controlled by the mineral composition of particles rather than capillarity [40]. Therefore,
the suction derived from pore size using the Young–Laplace equation in the high suction
range may not be the accurate suction. However, the predicted curves exhibit a remarkable
agreement with the measured data over a wide suction range (e.g., 10–104 kPa) for the
intact and D157 and D135 specimens (Figure 8). In addition, excellent consistency for
several intact loess specimens is also reported by Li et al. [29]. One plausible explanation
for this phenomenon could be linked to the inclusion of non-intruded pore volume as
bonded water in the computation of the wetting SWCC using MIP data. Conversely, these
non-intruded pores are typically disregarded when utilizing MIP data to forecast the drying
SWCC, leading to substantial discrepancies, particularly in the high suction ranges [10,24]

The process of mercury intrusion is like the intrusion of air into saturated soil during
drying when employing the axis translation technique to measure the drying SWCC. In
such instances, when utilizing MIP data for SWCC prediction, it is most accurate within the
low suction range, where capillary forces predominantly govern the soil–water interaction.
Nevertheless, the adsorption phenomenon indirectly comes into play when MIP data is
employed to forecast the wetting SWCC, as delineated in Equation (3). Consequently, the
predictive performance remains acceptable over a wide suction range (e.g., 10–104 kPa).
However, as suction approaches zero (e.g., 104–106 kPa), substantial errors emerge, at-
tributed to a theoretical foundation that may not fully align with reality (see Figure 8).
Li et al. [29] have utilized distinct CA to distinguish between wetting and drying SWCC,
resulting in commendable consistency. However, it is worth acknowledging that their
prediction procedures are primarily geared toward forecasting the wetting process, akin to
the approach employed in this study. It is important to concede that the theoretical basis
for predicting the wetting SWCC using MIP data in the high suction range is somewhat
tenuous. Nonetheless, the substantial agreement observed between the predictive model
and measured data over a wide suction range (e.g., 10–104 kPa) instills a high degree of
confidence in the reliability of the approach.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper explores the performance of the pore size data obtained from the mercury
intrusion technique in predicting the wetting SWCC of intact and compacted loess. During
the SWCC prediction, the contact angle is assumed to be a fitting parameter. The influence
of compaction water content on the soil microstructure and pore size distribution character-
istics is highlighted. Results show that the intact and dry of optimum specimens exhibit
relatively good pore connectivity, with more point-to-point contacts between particles.
The specimens compacted under optimum and wet of optimum conditions have poor
pore connectivity, with more isolated pores in the wet of optimum specimen. The SWCC
predictions using the MIP data perform well for the intact and dry of optimum compacted
specimens over a suction range of 10–104 kPa. However, for the specimens compacted at
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the optimum and wet of optimum moisture conditions, the prediction performance is poor
due to poor connectivity. The prediction performance of the PSD obtained from the MIP
technique is closely related to the connectivity of the soil pores. The contact angle required
in predicting the wetting varies for different specimens even though they possess the same
compositions. It is suggested to be taken as a fitting parameter.

It is important to highlight that MIP predictions hinge on the conversion of pore size
into suction via the Young–Laplace equation, which is rooted in capillary theory. This
approach is applicable in the low suction range, where capillary forces primarily govern
water behavior in porous media. However, it encounters limitations in the high suction
range, where adsorption forces take precedence over capillary effects. When the MIP data
is used to forecast the wetting SWCC, it indirectly accounts for adsorption water. Despite
the somewhat tenuous theoretical basis, the good consistency between predictions and
measured data over a wide suction range instills a substantial level of confidence in the
efficacy of employing MIP data to predict the wetting SWCC.
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